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China’s Contentious Pensioners

Working class protests have been flaring up recently in one Chinese city after another. Throughout the 1990s, the Ministry of Labor tallied literally thousands of public gatherings, strikes, petitions and demonstrations each year, and according to a trade union journal 247 workers’ demonstrations occurred in Henan during 1998 alone. Popular action by China's proletariat has become so common of late, especially in the industrial heartland, that central leaders have seen fit to rate labor strife a major threat to social stability.¹

There has only been limited research, however, on just who is involved in these incidents and why people act up. Some analysts have examined protests by laid-off (i.e. xiagang) workers and have explored the factors that influence their participation.² Others have noted popular pressure applied by a range of city dwellers,³ while observing that many protesters tend to be over age 40. But to this point, we still know little about precisely who is fueling this surge of contention and why members of certain social groups have been particularly prone to take to the streets.

The Prominence of Pension Protests

Media coverage of popular protest in China is notoriously spotty and unreliable. The Henan report mentioned above is more complete than most. In it, we learn that 55% of the incidents in that province were centered on some combination of wage arrears, pensions, and “livelihood difficulties,” and that a
further 26% were based on grievances involving “poor labor relations” or “illegal dismissals.” A survey of Chinese and foreign newspapers from 1996 through April 2001 also offers a glimpse into the complaints that precipitate popular action. Of 62 working class protests reported in *People's Daily*, *Worker's Daily*, *The New York Times*, *The Washington Post*, and *AP News Service*, virtually all of them concerned benefits for laid-off workers (29%), wages (34%), or pensions (42%).

The prominence of pension protests became especially apparent during field research in two cities that had recently experienced labor unrest. In Benxi, a railroad, coal, and steel-industry city of just under one million in Liaoning, several laid-off coal miners related the story of a demonstration that some had engaged in and the others had witnessed during the summer of 2000. This action entailed a sit-in at the city government and was held to demand subsidies for *xiagang* workers who had previously been denied all benefits. Other than this one exception, all other demonstrations of which they were aware (over 20 instances) were initiated by retirees and were held to demand payment of pension arrears.

One of the authors of this article (William Hurst) stumbled upon two such protests in Benxi. On the afternoon of 25 November 2000, approximately 150 retired miners obstructed a major intersection in the town center for about two hours. They said that their pensions had not been paid in months and that their heat and other utilities had been shut off in the sub-zero November cold because their work unit could no longer pay the bills on their behalf. Nearly a year later,
on 19 November 2001, a similar demonstration took place. About 100 retirees blocked the doors of the main city government building for several hours, all the while shouting and carrying signs that proclaimed that their pensions had not been paid for over a year. Though it was not possible to speak with the demonstrators on either occasion, several other interviewees, including one who was a manager at a large state-owned enterprise (SOE) and one from the city government, confirmed that protests over pension arrears and inadequate pension payments were "commonplace" and constituted the bulk of labor activism in Benxi.⁶

In Datong, a mining and defense-industry city of two million in Shanxi, two municipal officials, including one from the local public security bureau, noted that the city had been relatively quiet of late.⁹ Both of them acknowledged, however, that a number of working class demonstrations had taken place over the past few years. They said that all of these had been sit-ins at local government offices by retired workers demanding their pensions, while no popular contention by laid-off or current workers had occurred.¹⁰

There are signs that this pattern also holds in cities other than Benxi and Datong. One worker interviewed by Marc Blecher, for instance, reported that only a tiny percentage of the many thousand laid-off workers in Tianjin ever "made a fuss," while "the people who protest down at City Hall are just old workers who are not receiving their pensions."¹¹

Pensions, xiagang benefits, and wages are all payments made to workers at various stages in their relationship with a firm. The main difference between
these potential sources of unrest is not so much what protesters want – they all want to be paid what they feel they are owed – but who the participants are: employed workers, laid-off personnel, or retirees. If the evidence from Benxi and Datong is representative, unpaid pensions occupy a special place in the minds of many members of the urban proletariat. What is less clear is why this grievance is held so dear.

**China’s Pension System**

Beginning in 1951, pensions were guaranteed to all state-sector workers when they retired (age 55 for women and 60 for men). Payments were set at a comparatively high level: roughly 80-90% of the worker's salary at retirement. Though inflation has eroded retirement benefits over the years, causing many retirees to complain that they can no longer live off them, the obligation of state-owned enterprises to provide pensions has not been lifted. Payments to retirees under this system, however, are only as reliable as a given firm’s finances and are not backed by the state. Rather, they operate on a “pay as you go” basis; no funds are set aside for retirement obligations and benefits are paid directly out of current contributions by younger workers.

Throughout the 1990’s there were frequent calls to revamp the pension system. In 1994, for example, the Central Committee specified a multi-tiered set-up that combined pooled social funding with supplemental enterprise-sponsored pensions and individual savings. More recently, Zhu Rongji and other top officials have recommended that the Center play a larger role in guaranteeing
pensions and overhauls have been considered that would amount to a state takeover.\textsuperscript{17} Many official publications have likewise argued that the “socialization” of pension obligations is necessary and that existing problems are not being ignored, but are instead receiving the utmost attention.\textsuperscript{18} Various reforms have been proposed in the last few years, with the most widely talked about involving provincially-managed funds, derived from firm and employee contributions, which are invested in a range of financial instruments and are supposed to become the primary source of funding for an employee’s pension.\textsuperscript{19} So far this reform has advanced furthest in Liaoning,\textsuperscript{20} and central authorities have announced tentative plans to implement it nationwide.

Other measures that would shore up the long-term viability of the pension system have also been considered. These include lowering the income replacement rate, raising the retirement age, and drawing in more younger workers from the foreign sector and suburban township and village enterprises.\textsuperscript{21}

Ongoing and proposed reforms aside, in most of the country there still is no effective program for relieving troubled SOEs of their pension obligations,\textsuperscript{22} and thus no safety net for retirees. Despite this, many firms have begun to delay or stop pension payments, either owing to a lack of funds or in an attempt to coerce the government into assuming more responsibility for retirees.\textsuperscript{23} But even in those places where provincial authorities have taken over some pension liabilities from over-stretched firms, large shortfalls persist. Liaoning province, for example, the acknowledged leader in the socialization of pensions, still faced a 2.5 billion yuan deficit in its retirement fund as of early 2001.\textsuperscript{24} In Liaoning's
capital, Shenyang, underfunding became a serious and potentially explosive problem in the mid-1990s. By 1998, 27% of the city's participating enterprises simply stopped making pension payments, leading to waves of protest until the municipal finance and labor departments stepped in with a 240 million yuan bailout.  

While the government has experimented with partial reforms, some SOEs have acted on their own to fill the breach. Despite their often precarious straits, sometimes verging on outright insolvency, some firms have come up with schemes to guarantee employee pensions. Many enterprises, for instance, have begun to “buy-out” (maiduan) workers when they are laid off, rather than participate in the officially-sanctioned xiagang system (under which employees are retained as members of the firm, even after they have ceased to perform any duties). Under the buy-out system, the enterprise makes a lump-sum payment when an employee is laid off, and the employee forfeits any future claim to enterprise resources. The firm also often deducts a portion of what is owed (or, in some cases, gives the worker the option of having a portion deducted) to pay for a pension issued through and administered by an insurance agency.  

Though the solvency of these insurance firms is by no means assured, the original employer is at least able to shift the responsibility for an employee's retirement onto a separate entity. While this is mainly intended to be a cost-cutting move that provides a mechanism for sloughing off huge long-term obligations, it is also designed to provide a shelter from culpability if and when retirement liabilities cannot be met.
Why Pensions Inspire Protest: Entitlements and Dependence

Interviews with eighteen workers and former workers in Benxi and Datong, and twelve in Chongqing, Shanghai, and Beijing, suggest several reasons why pension protests have become so widespread. Almost to a one, they cited pensions as a more legitimate grievance than unpaid wages or xiagang benefits. One Benxi coal miner, for instance, had been jobless for ten years. During this time she had not received any payments from her former firm or the state – neither wages nor xiagang benefits – and had lost any health insurance coverage she once had claim to. She said, however, that she would never consider demonstrating in order to obtain the xiagang benefits to which she is entitled. Rather, she would protest only if, upon reaching retirement age, her pension were delayed or withheld, in which case she would not hesitate to fight for it with great resolve.  

A Benxi mechanic made similar remarks. Despite managing to open a successful construction business after he was laid off and saving enough to support himself through old age, he claimed that he would protest or do “whatever it takes” to get his pension if it were withheld or delayed.  

Behind these comments lies a belief that pensions take precedence over most other grievances because they are a symbolic recognition by the state and firm of an employee’s years of devoted service as well as a vital source of support for those who are too old to work. This was clearly the case for the Benxi coal miner, for whom it was morally wrong and politically unacceptable to force the elderly to support themselves. She argued that those over 50 years old
have a sacred right to not have to labor. Her convictions seemed to stem from a belief that pensions are the foundation of the social contract between state, firm, and worker. Workers devoted their lives to building socialism in exchange for subsistence guarantees while they worked and a decent standard of living in old age. Though they toiled long hours for low wages during their working years, their health and livelihood after they retired were assured. Under these terms, non-payment of wages or a lack of xiagang benefits could be viewed as one more temporary sacrifice for the firm (just as large amounts of unpaid overtime or periods of “volunteer” labor in the countryside were seen during the Great Leap Forward and Cultural Revolution), but non-payment of pensions constituted a fundamental breach of contract. As retirees from the Chongqing Knitting Factory summed it up (in impeccable Marxist terms) when their retirement benefits were cut by two-thirds or more in 1992: pensions represent the work accumulation of past decades and constitute part of the surplus value created by one's labor.\(^{31}\) A firm's obligations, in other words, may be deferred but they ultimately come due.

This sort of thinking was echoed in interviews with other laid-off and employed workers in Benxi and Datong. All but three felt that they were still guaranteed a pension upon reaching retirement. Very few had participated in any action to demand xiagang benefits or unpaid wages, but each of them stressed that they would seriously consider mounting a protest if their pensions were not tendered promptly and in full. For these workers only a failure to pay up during retirement would show that the firm had irrevocably reneged on its end of the employment bargain.
The three interviewees who felt that they had not been assured a pension also said they were prepared to engage in street protests if they did not receive some sort of retirement benefits. One of them emphasized that since his children had been laid off, he had no way of assuring his own, let alone his family's well-being once he could no longer do the odd jobs (such as street sweeping and snow shoveling) that he has relied on for the decade he has been out of work.32

Retirees, in many cases, have no other means of support than a pension. They are thus much more at the mercy of their work unit than their younger counterparts, for whom moonlighting, odd jobs, or securing a new permanent position remain viable possibilities.33 Older, sometimes feeble, retirees often simply cannot go back to work. Moreover, even if they somehow manage to find employment, there are few opportunities for the elderly to earn appreciable sums of money. A visit to a job placement center in Benxi revealed that all the listings were restricted to applicants under age 40 or required heavy manual labor.34 Odd jobs commonly performed by xiagang workers also tend to require physical strength (loading and unloading construction materials and bulk goods, shoveling snow, breaking ice on sidewalks and roads with picks and spades, and so on) and employers hiring in informal labor markets in Benxi were clearly interested in finding the youngest and strongest workers available.35 In Benxi and Datong at least, the only sort of jobs that many (mostly male) retirees could reliably land were bicycle or motorcycle taxi driver and bicycle repair stand operator.36 The former is an occupation under regulatory assault in many cities;37 the latter does
not seem to be a line of work in which more than a few yuan can be earned each day.  

Some Chinese experts on labor issues maintain that retirees can rely, or ought to rely, on their children and relatives if their pensions are not forthcoming or are insufficient. This argument, however, is problematic because it does not take into account that most of the localities that have problems with pension arrears have also been hard hit by layoffs and have large backlogs of unpaid wages. As one former construction foreman in Liaoning observed, retirees in these locales cannot rely on their children for support because, in many cases, their children have been laid off or do not receive regular wages. Though some retirees do indeed take odd jobs themselves, and this can provide some ready cash, their children are unlikely to be able to provide the additional income needed for their parents’ often large medical expenses. All but one of the xiagang interviewees working in odd jobs reported that they were able to earn at most a few hundred yuan per month. This was enough only for themselves and possibly their spouses and children, and sometimes not even that. In these circumstances, they of course had little left over to provide for their aged parents.

In fact, in depressed cities such as Benxi, it is common for xiagang workers to turn to their retired parents for support and retraining expenses. One laid-off coal miner, for example, relied on his father’s meager pension to pay a 750 yuan deposit to a taxi company that finally agreed to take him on after he had been out of work for twelve years.
The problem of laid-off progeny has drawn increasing attention in the Chinese press. In 2000, a journal geared to the elderly detailed the travails of an extended family in which even a retired cadre, with his secure and reliable pension, could not be properly taken care of by his xiagang children. If retirees with stable pensions must rely on their children, and their standard of living plummets if their children are laid off, retirees without secure pensions (or no pension at all) can only be in a worse situation when they turn to their laid-off children for help.

Workers’ view of pensions as the ultimate entitlement and retirees’ heavy dependence upon transfers from their work units suggest that pension gripes are perceived to be more legitimate and are felt more intensely than many other grievances. Moral indignation and survival needs are thus two reasons why pension arrears have so often sparked popular resistance. Just as Feng Chen has argued that labor protests in general tend to erupt out of crises of subsistence, retirees’ protests erupt in response to acutely felt and perilously deep subsistence crises.

Moreover, the bitterness and deprivation that inspire protest are likely to spread as the over-60 population grows from 10% of the urban total in 2000 to 13% in 2010. With the state sector contracting and the number of retired workers increasing, strapped SOEs in some cities may find it increasingly difficult to make pension payments. In Shanghai and Shenyang, for instance, the ratio of employees to retirees in SOEs has already fallen to about 2:1.
Biographical and Life History Factors

Another factor that promotes activism is the biographical availability of retirees. The concept of biographical availability was developed by Doug McAdam to explain how busloads of American students came to participate in the “Freedom Summer” of 1964. Insofar as "going south" carried a much higher risk than most forms of popular action, McAdam hypothesized that free time and few other commitments played an important role in explaining whether or not students took part.\textsuperscript{49} McAdam also argued that there is an age range within which high-risk activism is most likely. People tend to participate during a narrow band of years when they are old enough to be free of parental control, but not yet old enough to be bound by too many responsibilities of work or family.\textsuperscript{50}

Despite their advancing years, Chinese retirees aged 50 to 65 or so are biographically available because they are perched between the demands of providing for children and the onset of extreme old age. Though McAdam does not consider this second period of availability, other studies\textsuperscript{51} have shown that individuals in this age group frequently engage in protests which their younger counterparts shy away from out of fear that the consequences might impact their ability to secure their families' well being.

Protest in China is certainly an example of high-risk activism, even compared to Freedom Summer. Particularly when we recall that many retirees are trying to rely on their employed or xiagang children for much of the their income, it is not surprising that younger workers are more wary of mass action than members of their parents' generation. Even if younger workers are
not providing for their parents, they must still think about their children. As school fees and medical costs soar, so does the cost of child-rearing. The possibility of being arrested, beaten, or otherwise sanctioned or rendered unable to work, is much more daunting to a 30 year-old worker with a young child than to many 60 year-old retirees with grown children.

Another factor that encourages popular protest, also cited by McAdam, is a personal history of activism. People who have been activists before are more likely to be activists again. The present generation of retirees and those nearing retirement is replete with individuals who spent much of the Cultural Revolution shouting slogans. Pensioners in this age group, as well as those slightly older and slightly younger, took part in mass mobilization, whether by choice or not, on a scale unmatched in almost any other society. It is worth noting that the two interviewees who expressed a willingness to take their grievances to the streets if their pensions were withheld were both radical activists and youth leaders during the Cultural Revolution and its immediate aftermath. Many of today's contentious pensioners, in other words, were yesterday's Red Guards.

**Looking Back to a Brighter Past**

Retirees are also inclined to make nostalgic references to better times past. Several pensioners in Benxi and Datong, for instance, went so far as to say that China was better off in the 1970s and that they would gladly return to that era and give up any gains from reform. As members of a generation that came of age during the heyday of state socialism, today's contentious pensioners are
motivated in part by a sense of longing for the security and perceived freedom of their youth.

The idea of backward-looking social protest is not new to studies of contemporary China. Previous work has called attention to nostalgia for the Maoist era among urban intellectuals, students, rural residents, and workers. Geramie Barme has argued that many urban youth and others in China's cultural elite long for the days of moral fortitude and ideological struggle as an escape from a consumerist present in which their lives feel meaningless and empty.55 Guobin Yang has noted that some members of the Cultural Revolution generation cling to a wistful view of the 1960’s and 1970’s that helps them deal with the anomie fostered by the post-Mao reforms.56 Kevin O’Brien and Lianjiang Li have observed that an appreciable number of villagers pine for the days when Maoist campaigns kept corrupt, local cadres in check.57 Tamara Jacka has found female, migrant workers in Hangzhou and Beijing who affirm "old-fashioned" Maoist ethics and who contrast them with the corruption, inequality, and immorality of the present.58 Ching Kwan Lee has written of a lingering moral presumption of lifelong employment and entitlement that offers a basis for state workers to critique current policy. She traces shared perceptions and cultural frames partly to decades of state socialism and its claims of worker mastery.59 Elizabeth Perry has also uncovered nostalgia among China's proletarians for "the fast-disappearing securities of socialism," while linking protests by some laid-off and retired workers to class analysis, a sense of entitlement, and an ethos that "it is right to rebel" that was nurtured during the Cultural Revolution.60
Present-day retirees, all of whom experienced the Cultural Revolution, are particularly likely to harbor feelings of outrage at the failings of today's crippled industrial giants. Although, like nostalgic peasants, they may be underestimating the downside of the past while conjuring up an idyllic era of material progress and unprecedented political inclusion, it is not altogether relevant that their feelings are in part based on an idealized view of “Maoism.” Myths about a radiant past can of course inspire just as well as facts. And for some retirees it truly was a radiant past. For workers in many SOEs, the Cultural Revolution was a heady time when activism was encouraged, autonomy was high, and workers briefly acquired some real power over managers on the shop floor.

Even in the years immediately after Mao's death, Chinese workers retained their high status. Two older factory officials in Benxi remembered the period immediately preceding the Third Plenum (1978) as a time of unprecedented shop floor harmony and financial well-being, not least because Hua Guofeng (and others) initiated a major investment program that benefited the state sector. And even well after the reforms began, pensions in particular remained a defining prerogative for permanent workers in SOEs; they distinguished proletarians from the rural masses, promised an early and comfortable retirement, reduced dependence on families, and enhanced personal autonomy.

Be it myth or reality, past experiences, dashed expectations, hazy memories, or idealized views of yesterday's triumphs, all of these feelings together are more than enough to engender resentment over one's present marginality, poverty, and powerlessness and a yearning for the days when the
urban proletariat was respected and its members could expect a decent living from cradle to grave.

Retirees' Protests as Moral Economic Resistance

In Mao's China, relations between workers and SOEs were largely governed by the principle of reciprocal patron-client ties. In exchange for obedience to managers and Party officials and curtailing consumer demands, workers were promised a modest income and generous welfare benefits. Such relations were at the heart of a “socialist social contract” and their reciprocal nature extended beyond the firm to much of the rest of society.

James Scott has noted that popular protest often appears when markets encroach upon subsistence rights and undermine long-standing ties between patrons and clients. Although Scott’s work on “moral economy” focuses on rural resistance in Southeast Asia, pension protests in urban China also have something of a similar flavor.

Chinese retirees often find that bonds to their firm have become frayed, sometimes to the point of breaking. Many feel that by failing to deliver a pension their former patrons are reneging on their most materially and symbolically important obligation. As one retiree whose pension has not always been paid in full put it: "the state (guo) does not respect me now and does not try to keep even its most basic promises." The depth of such feelings became especially clear in an interview with a senior SOE manager who complained about the droves of retirees who hounded him about their pensions. He said that these
people just did not understand the basis of market reforms and they refused to abandon the outdated idea that the firm had a duty to attend to their every need. A municipal official likewise noted that retirees rejected market-based cutbacks and clung to outdated notions of proper relations between employees and firms. A new entrepreneur, who was a laid-off cadre, went so far as to say that his old colleagues and new employees (mainly xiagang SOE workers) needed a period of “thought reform” to be shaken out of their old, non-marketized ways.  

Feng Chen and Ching Kwan Lee have raised important questions about moral economy arguments inasmuch as they have noted that some attributes we would expect to find, such as an open demand to restore the Maoist political order and a clear hostility to the emerging market economy, were largely lacking in the firms they examined.  

Elizabeth Perry, on the other hand, has written of moral economy-based protests launched in the name of subsistence "occurring with remarkable frequency in recent years in both rural and urban China." Perry locates the origins of these actions partly in Mencian notions of rulership and argues that the socialist experience (in particular, the privileged position workers enjoyed) reinforced and reshaped traditional rights to subsistence.  

Marc Blecher, writing about Tianjin, has also uncovered "latent and pessimistic collectivism" among some workers as well as reservations about the growth of the market.  

The situation in Benxi and Datong, if anything, was even more black and white. With the exception of some managers and cadres, virtually all the working class interviewees expressed open hostility toward market reforms,
claimed that they and the country had been better off before reform began, and expressed varying degrees of desire to restore large parts of the Maoist social order. Some interviewees even suggested that Chinese society was beginning to resemble the corrupt, impoverished period before 1949 and that it had been on a downward course of expanding corruption and widening inequality since the early 1980's. One Benxi interviewee, for instance, ended a long statement about why "everything was better under the planned economy" by exclaiming: "an iron rice bowl is far better than an empty rice bowl!" Another Chongqing retiree, who had lost his health coverage, nicely summed up this widespread sense of violation and outrage with the words:

"I worked my whole life to build this enterprise, to strengthen the army, to defend the fatherland, and to construct socialism. All those years I labored fifteen hour days and I never took holidays, nor did I demand overtime pay. The factory should at least guarantee my health now that I'm old. If the work unit can't pay for it, the country should find a way. How can my unit and country ignore me now? This is not fair at all! Especially when the factory director is still making 150,000 yuan per year. If Chairman Mao were still around, such things would never happen."

Although few interviewees sought to revive Maoism in toto, many did want to reinvigorate reciprocity and a subsistence ethic as governing principles of social life.

**Conclusion**

Once considered an important aspect of research on social movements, the analysis of grievances has been nudged out of the spotlight since the "resource
mobilization” and “political process” approaches emerged in the 1970’s and 1980s. To understand why Chinese retirees protest, however, we must edge the study of grievances back toward center stage. \textsuperscript{79} Discontent arises for a multitude of reasons and it is intimately bound up with questions of identity and ideology; \textsuperscript{80} in particular, some research suggests that large, suddenly-imposed grievances and “disruptions of the quotidian” arising from resource loss can play a critical role in inspiring collective action. \textsuperscript{81}

Like activism by some other groups and in other places, protests by Chinese pensioners occur largely in response to crises of subsistence. The hard times faced by retirees, however, are significantly more acute than those faced by younger Chinese workers and the non-payment of pensions is thus an especially intense grievance. Pensions also appear to be considered a truly sacred right in the eyes of both workers and the state. This perception only intensifies the resentment felt by many retirees and, in combination with genuine material urgency, can spur them into action.

Chinese pensioners are also apt to participate in protests because of their biographical availability. Freed from many of the demands of supporting a family, they are especially likely to mount protests to redress their grievances. Many retired workers also act out of a sense of nostalgia. Having started their careers at a time when workers were revered and their livelihoods were protected, many older workers long for a return to the days when they were respected and taken care of by the state. Having come of age during and just after the Cultural
Revolution, many retirees furthermore have a personal history of activism. This also likely has a role in encouraging their present-day contention.

Finally, retirees’ protests in China display elements of moral economic resistance. Conceptualizing popular action in this way enables us to get beyond the obvious point that retirees’ protests tend to be more reactive than proactive.\textsuperscript{82} It also reminds us that activism for many retirees is based mainly on subsistence claims and a sense that reciprocal patron-client ties have been severed, while helping us think across time and space to compare contentious older Chinese with elderly activists elsewhere.
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